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In the mid- 1950s, Arthur Kornberg elucidated the enzymatic 
synthesis of DNA by DNA polymerase, for which he was 
recognized with the 1959 Nobel Prize in Physiology or 
Medicine. He then identified many of the proteins that 
cooperate with DNA polymerase to replicate duplex DNA 
of small bacteriophages. However, one major unanswered 
problem was understanding the mechanism and control 
of the initiation of chromosome replication in bacteria. 
In a seminal paper in 1981, Fuller, Kaguni, and Kornberg 
reported the development of a cell- free enzyme system 
that could replicate DNA that was dependent on the 
bacterial origin of DNA replication, oriC. This advance 
opened the door to a flurry of discoveries and important 
papers that elucidated the process and control of initiation 
of chromosome replication in bacteria.

Understanding how DNA is inherited from one cell genera-
tion to the next had long been of major interest of Arthur 
Kornberg, particularly since the 1953 understanding of the 
double- helical structure of DNA with its implications for DNA 
replication (1, 2) and his mid- 1950s discovery of the first DNA 
polymerase (3). Among Kornberg’s most interesting ques-
tions was understanding how the entire duplication of a 
chromosome begins and the events in the cell that control 
this important process (4). Achieving these goals required a 
robust experimental system that allowed the identification 
of the proteins involved so that their mechanism and regu-
lation could be studied. But this was a tall order when 
Kornberg first started to address this problem in the late 
1960s and early 1970s. After a long struggle, a breakthrough 
paper appeared in 1981 that reported the enzymatic initia-
tion of DNA replication from a bacterial origin of DNA repli-
cation in an isolated cell extract (5). In this paper, Robert (now 
Roberta) Fuller, Jon Kaguni, and Arthur Kornberg opened up 
a path toward understanding how bacterial initiation of DNA 
replication occurs and how it is regulated.

Although it was known that the replication of the bacterial 
chromosome started at a unique site and the origin of DNA 
replication had been genetically mapped using F’ deletion 
mapping, the physical nature of this replication origin was 
not apparent before the advent of recombinant DNA tech-
nology in the mid- 1970s. Therefore, Kornberg and many 
others turned to simpler systems of replication, including 
the replication of single- stranded bacteriophage DNA. For 
the most part, these phages rely on host cell enzymes to 
duplicate their genomes. These bacterial proteins, including 
DNA polymerase III and other cooperating proteins at the 
replication fork that copied the single- strand DNA to duplex 
DNA, were mostly identified by studying the replication of 
small bacteriophage genomes, including ΦX174, M13, and 

G4 phage (6–10). Although the single- stranded DNA phages 
have varied mechanisms for starting replication, they all 
 utilize the bacterial host enzymes that are required for dupli-
cation of the bacterial chromosome (11). Key to the identifi-
cation and purification of many of these host cell proteins 
was the isolation of mutants of Escherichia coli (E. coli) that 
were defective in the replication of phage or chromosomal 
DNA, including mutants such as dnaA, dnaB, dnaC, dnaG, etc. 
Using the single- stranded viral DNA (ssDNA) templates or 
replicative form (double- stranded DNA; dsDNA) templates, 
replication of these small phage genomes in crude cell 
extracts or in fractions derived from these extracts allowed 
the biochemical purification of all the essential proteins that 
function at the DNA replication fork to coordinately synthe-
size both leading and lagging strands of DNA. Indeed, with 
the discovery of DNA ligase, it was possible to replicate 
ΦX174 DNA to produce a synthetic version that had all the 
infectious properties of the authentic DNA that was isolated 
from phage particles (12, 13). This creation of an infectious 
DNA, or as it was reported “creation of life in a test tube,” 
caused a sensation in the press (14).

Despite these major successes, Kornberg noted “in 1971, 
we had been frustrated in our attempts to put the shattered 
Humpy Dumpty of bacterial replication back together again” 
(7). The key missing piece in the puzzle was the process of 
initiation of bacterial chromosome replication. It should be 
noted that in the early 1970s, restriction enzyme- mediated 
cloning of recombinant DNA had not been developed, and 
using the large bacterial chromosome as a template for bio-
chemical studies was far too complicated and messy. However, 
the advent of recombinant DNA technology, which allowed 
cloning of the bacterial origin of DNA replication (oriC) and 
overexpression of proteins in bacterial cells from cloned 
genes, meant that progress could proceed. It also took deter-
mination and steadfastness to continue working on a problem 
that had, at that point, only produced “10 man- years of utter 
frustration” (15). Kornberg’s persistence paid off in a major 
way with the development of a protein fraction (called Fraction 
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II) derived from a crude cell extract that could support the 
initiation of DNA replication from the E. coli origin of DNA 
replication, oriC. Key to this discovery was the availability of 
small plasmids that harbored the oriC sequence. However, 
equally important was the remarkable biochemical insight 
and techniques employed for the preparation of the active 
enzyme fraction.

The Template

Replication of the circular bacterial chromosome was known 
to be bidirectional from a unique site (16–20). Physical map-
ping using fragments from the E. coli genome cloned into a 
plasmid that lacked an origin of DNA replication and antibi-
otic selection of the plasmid enabled the isolation of a genetic 
element from the E. coli chromosome that conferred on the 
plasmid the ability to replicate autonomously. As a result, in 
1977, the E. coli oriC was cloned, and using the recently devel-
oped DNA sequencing methods, the DNA sequence of oriC 
was determined (20–22). Later comparison of the minimal 
origin- containing DNA from several enteric bacterial chro-
mosomes revealed conserved DNA sequence elements 
within oriC (23, 24). Thus, the template for biochemical inves-
tigation of the initiation of bacterial chromosome replication 
was available. To initiate the hunt for biochemical conditions 
that could support oriC- dependent DNA replication, Kornberg 
obtained the oriC- containing plasmids from Seiichi Yasuda. 
However, this was only one part of the puzzle. Next was a 
major challenge, how to prepare an enzyme system that 
could initiate DNA replication from oriC?

The Active Fraction

Large amounts of E. coli, 300 L at a time, were grown and 
concentrated, treated with two different lysozyme enzymes, 
and after a freeze–thaw cycle, the crude cell extract was 
clarified by ultracentrifugation. This crude extract was not 
able to support oriC- dependent DNA replication, but Fuller, 
Kaguni, and Kornberg (Fig. 1) then produced from this crude 
extract a fraction that was active under certain biochemical 
conditions. To achieve this, some amazing biochemistry was 

performed. The crude and inactive cell extract was sub-
jected to ammonium sulfate fractionation by slowly adding 
the salt and precipitating a subset of protein that was then 
resuspended in a highly concentrated protein fraction. 
Kornberg had used the ammonium sulfate precipitation 
“trick” as he called it (12) 30 y earlier for the discovery of the 
yeast enzyme that converts NAD to NADP (25). Remarkably, 
the concentration of ammonium sulfate that worked was 
found to reside in an extremely narrow range (>0.26 to 
<0.29 g/mL), derived by titrating different amounts of the 
salt and testing for activity (Fig. 2). Presumably, the precip-
itation of a subset of protein from the crude extract not 
only concentrated the essential protein(s) but also removed 
inhibitors of DNA replication that remained soluble in 0.277 
g/mL of (NH4)2SO4. It is striking that small changes in the 
amount of added salt, either too little or too much would 
yield fractions that were inactive. Moreover, even the most 
active fraction had an optimal protein concentration in the 
replication reaction.

Equally important was the observation by Fuller et al. that 
the concentrated protein extract, called Fraction II, was not 
active unless a molecular crowding agent such as polyethyl-
ene glycol (PEG), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), or methylcellulose 
was added. As the authors noted, these polymers may have 
increased the effective concentration of the active enzymes 
by an excluded volume effect. The reaction also contained 
added ATP and an ATP- regenerating system consisting of 
creatine phosphate and creatine kinase. The DNA replication 
reaction was dependent on the presence of an oriC- containing 
plasmid, which was inhibited by the RNA polymerase inhibi-
tor Rifampicin, which also inhibited DNA replication in E. coli 
cells, and inhibitors of gyrase, the topoisomerase that super-
coils the circular plasmid DNA. Thus, by a number of criteria, 
origin- dependent DNA replication was achieved by the com-
bination of several biochemical methods, with each alone 
being insufficient for success. As Kornberg later noted, “after 
10- man years of fruitless effort to obtain a cell- free initiation 
system, Bob Fuller and Jon Kaguni were the ones who finally 
succeeded” (12).

It is amazing that this worked. Multiple experimental bio-
chemical “tricks” had to work, including the precise amount 
of ammonium sulfate that was used to produce fraction II, 
along with the requirement for a molecular crowding rea-
gent. Coupled with the availability of cloned oriC, everything 
came together to open the biochemical door that resulted 
in many important follow- on discoveries.

Fig. 1.   Jon Kaguni, Arthur Kornberg, and Robert (now Roberta) Fuller in 1981. 
Image credit: Reprinted with permission from Nature.

Fig. 2.   Use of ammonium sulfate to fractionate the crude E. coli extract. From 
Fuller et al. (5). The original legend is reproduced below the figure. Image 
credit: Reprinted with permission from ref. 5.
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Validating the Initiation Reaction

Additional confidence that the initiation reaction was authen-
tic also came from experiments in which either DnaB protein 
[later shown to be the replicative helicase, (26)] and SSB, the 
single- stranded DNA binding protein, were removed from 
the active Fraction II using either anti- DnaB or anti- SSB anti-
bodies, respectively. These depleted extracts were inactive 
for DNA replication, but importantly, the addition of purified 
DnaB or SSB protein, respectively, reconstituted robust DNA 
replication in the test tube. Since both DnaB and SSB are 
essential for DNA replication in E. coli cells, these experiments 
further validated the cell- free initiation reaction. Interestingly, 
the removal of Pol I, the DNA polymerase enzyme Kornberg 
first discovered and used to demonstrate enzymatic synthe-
sis of DNA, was not required, but this was now an expected 
observation since the replicative polymerase was known to 
be DNA polymerase III, the polymerase that also duplicates 
the single- stranded phage DNAs.

The initiation reaction was dependent on a functional oriC 
origin sequence since the replicative form of ΦX174 DNA or 
other circular plasmids did not work. Furthermore, physical 
mapping of the start site of DNA replication in the plasmid 
showed that replication started near oriC. This was achieved 
by the use of increasing concentrations of the chain termi-
nator 2′, 3′- dideoxythymidine 5′- triphosphate (dTTP) in the 
reaction and continuous labeling of the replicated DNA by 
inclusion of [α- 32P]dTTP. In the presence of high concentra-
tions of ddTTP, the restriction enzyme fragments near oriC 
were preferentially labeled. Later, in a separate study, the 
authors showed using electron microscopy that replication 
from oriC in vitro did indeed start at the genetically defined 
origin and was bidirectional from that sequence (Fig. 3) (27).

In an important experiment that would later lead to key 
discoveries about the initiation mechanism, Fraction II 
extracts prepared from the E. Coli dnaA mutant were shown 
to be inactive for oriC- dependent DNA replication but could 
support conversion of ΦX174 ssDNA to the duplex DNA form. 
Thus, these extracts were capable of supporting DNA repli-
cation, just not oriC- dependent initiation. When, however, a 
Fraction II extract prepared from a strain of E. coli harboring 
a plasmid overexpressing the wild- type DnaA protein was 
added to the reaction, oriC- dependent DNA replication was 
stimulated over 30- fold.

A Flurry of Results

Once the breakthrough of developing a cell- free system for 
origin- dependent DNA replication had occurred, many paths 
for experimentation became possible, including the discov-
ery of novel proteins, uncovering the mechanism of the ini-
tiation of DNA replication, and understanding the control of 
the initiation process. An immediate and major down- stream 
discovery was the purification of the DnaA protein by Fuller 
and Kornberg using a biochemical assay in which Fraction II 
from a dnaA mutant strain was complemented with protein 
fractions from a strain of E. coli that overexpressed wild- type 
DnaA protein. The purified 52,000- dalton protein was shown 
to bind to supercoiled oriC- containing DNA (28). In a follow- up 
study, Fuller, Funnell, and Kornberg showed that DnaA pro-
tein bound to a 9- mer sequence located in at least four sites 

within oriC using deoxyribonuclease footprinting (29). 
Subsequent studies by many groups, but particularly 
Kornberg’s laboratory, elucidated the mechanism by which 
DnaA opened the oriC DNA and recruited the DnaB–DnaC 
hexameric proteins to begin more extensive unwinding of 
DNA during DNA replication (30–33). These studies showed 
that the DnaA protein bound to about a dozen sites at oriC 
with varying affinities in supercoiled oriC DNA, and, in com-
bination with the IHF protein that produced a sizable bend 
in the origin DNA, unwound a region of the origin called the 
DNA Unwinding Element (DUE). However, DnaA turned out 
to have far more complicated functions than just binding to 
and unwinding the origin. First, the interaction with the origin 
is controlled by a DnaA•ATP to DnaA•ADP cycle that is con-
trolled by many DnaA binding sites in the E. coli genome and 
by the process of DNA replication initiation itself, implying 
feedback regulation. Moreover, DnaA is a transcriptional 
regulator that controls its own levels in the cell (33). These 
studies on DnaA protein, including the effect of acidic, 
membrane- associated phospholipids on recycling DnaA•ADP 
to the apo- DnaA protein that can bind ATP have uncovered 
many aspects of how the initiation of bacterial chromosome 

Fig.  3.   Summary diagram of electron micrograph observations showing 
bidirectional DNA replication from oriC. From Kaguni et al. (27). The original 
legend is reproduced below the figure. Image credit: Reprinted with permission 
from ref. 27.
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replication is regulated and coordinated with cell growth and 
division (33).

Reconstitution of Complete oriC- Dependent 
DNA Replication

The breakthrough of establishing oriC- dependent initiation 
of DNA replication in Fraction II, as well as the prior studies 
on the DNA replication fork proteins identified via biochem-
ical studies of phage DNA replication systems set a path 
toward reconstitution of complete DNA replication from the 
E. coli origin (34). In addition to DnaA and IHF proteins binding 
to the origin, the recruitment of DnaB helicase by DnaC pro-
motes more extensive DNA unwinding that allows the ssDNA 
to bind SSB (32). Once the SSB is loaded, recruitment of pri-
mase (DnaG) and the DNA polymerase III holoenzyme can 
occur, much like the conversion of phage ssDNA to replicative 
form DNA. Bidirectional replication from oriC occurs via coor-
dination between the primase, RNA polymerase, and heli-
case, with gyrase relieving the torsional strain produced by 
extensive DNA unwinding (35, 36). In a series of papers, 
Kornberg and colleagues described the reconstitution of DNA 
replication from oriC using entirely purified enzymes (36–38). 
In addition to the proteins such as DnaA, DnaB, DnaC, and 
SSB that promoted origin recognition and unwinding, prim-
ing proteins RNA polymerase and primase allow DNA repli-
cation by the DNA polymerase III holoenzyme that consists 
of polymerase along with its DNA polymerase clamp that is 
loaded by clamp loading proteins (39, 40). One surprise was 
that the n, n′, and n″ (PriA, B, C) and rep helicase that were 
identified using the phage systems were not required for 
oriC- dependent DNA replication.

Due to the ability of the biochemist to manipulate reaction 
conditions, Kornberg and collaborators were able to estab-
lish initiation of DNA synthesis by primase alone, which 
makes a short RNA strand to prime DNA replication, or with 
RNA polymerase priming DNA replication, or a combination 
of both priming mechanisms. The reconstituted system also 
depended on specificity proteins such as protein HU, topoi-
somerase I, and RNase H to prevent oriC- independent prim-
ing of DNA replication (36). Finally, enzymes such as DNA 
polymerase I and DNA ligase allowed the maturation and 
ligation of Okazaki fragments and the synthesis of complete 
circular, duplex DNAs (34) and their decatenation by topoi-
somerase IV to produce monomer, circular DNA products 
(41). Indeed, conditions exist where these purified proteins 
can catalyze multiple rounds of DNA replication in the test 
tube (42). These reconstituted reactions no longer required 
the addition of a hydrophilic polymer such as PEG or PVA 
because it was possible to increase the concentration of puri-
fied components, particularly the gyrase A protein (36).

Sharing Reagents

One of the remarkable aspects of the environment that 
Kornberg established in the Biochemistry Department at 
Stanford University was the cohort of talented biochemists 
who shared reagents and ideas. As noted above, the dona-
tion of the cloned oriC- containing plasmid by Seiichi Yasuda, 
who was a previous postdoctoral researcher in Kornberg’s 
laboratory and along with Yukinori Hirota had cloned oriC, 

was critical to the success of the development of the in vitro 
replication system. Other critical reagents, including the 
restriction endonucleases BamH I and EcoR I used to map 
the start site of replication were obtained from John Carlson 
and Carl Mann who worked in the Biochemistry Department, 
and other purified reagents, such as T4 lysozyme and anti-
body against RecA protein, were also gifts from colleagues. 
Although by 1981 companies were established to produce 
and sell enzymes, such as restriction endonucleases, it was 
then still common for these critical reagents to be shared 
among researchers, and Kornberg’s department was a hub 
of collaboration and sharing, driven by Kornberg’s 10 com-
mandments (43).

Comparison to Eukaryotic DNA Replication

It is instructive to consider whether an approach similar to 
the one taken by Fuller, Kaguni, and Kornberg could have 
worked for understanding the initiation of DNA replication in 
eukaryotic cells. Indeed in 1983, cell extracts were prepared 
from Xenopus eggs and were valuable for studies on the cell 
division cycle (44). However, efficient initiation of added 
sperm DNA required decondensation of the DNA, formation 
of chromatin, and formation of a nucleus (45). Much later, in 
1998, a completely soluble cell- free system was developed 
from Xenopus egg extracts in which a cytoplasmic cell extract 
and a nuclear extract had to be added sequentially to estab-
lish initiation of DNA replication on exogenous sperm DNA 
(46). While this system continues to be of great value to con-
temporary DNA replication research [(47); e.g., see a recent 
discovery (48)], it did not result in the reconstitution of eukar-
yotic DNA replication with purified proteins or understanding 
of the control of initiation of eukaryotic DNA replication. 
Moreover, the nature of origins of DNA replication in this 
Xenopus cell- free system is not clear.

Like studies of DNA replication in bacteria that utilized 
phage DNAs, studies of eukaryotic DNA replication and 
replication- dependent chromatin assembly emerged from 
the use of small DNA viruses such as Simian Virus 40 (SV40). 
A soluble, nucleus- free extract from simian or human cells 
was developed by Joachim Li and Tom Kelly that could initiate 
DNA replication from the SV40 origin of DNA replication in 
the presence of SV40 T antigen (49). This extract system, with 
the addition of a nuclear extract, is capable of DNA replication- 
coupled chromatin assembly (50). Using this system, a num-
ber of essential DNA replication proteins, such as a DNA 
polymerase δ, Replication Protein A, the eukaryotic single 
strand DNA binding protein, the polymerase clamp PCNA, 
the clamp loader RFC, as well as FEN1, an Okazaki fragment 
maturation factor, were discovered (51, 52).

To understand eukaryotic chromosome replication, the bud-
ding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae turned out to be the system 
of choice. DNA sequences were isolated from S. cerevisiae that 
could confer on small plasmids the ability to replicate in cells 
like the endogenous chromosomes (53) and these Autonomously 
Replication Sequences (ARSs) were shown to define the origins 
of DNA replication (54). The 1981 Fuller et al. paper spurred 
interest in taking a similar approach to understand DNA repli-
cation in yeast and, indeed, a paper appeared that reported the 
initiation of S. cerevisiae ARS DNA replication in vitro, using an 
extract obtained from yeast cells by precipitation of protein 
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using 0.277 g/mL ammonium sulfate, the same concentration 
that worked for E. coli (55). In retrospect, these extracts were 
unlikely to have promoted authentic initiation of DNA replica-
tion from yeast origins because they contained active Cyclin- 
Dependent Protein Kinases that are now known to inhibit the 
initiation of DNA replication from yeast origins in vitro.

The route toward reconstitution of complete eukaryotic 
cell DNA replication in vitro with purified enzymes took a very 
different route than the studies that resulted in the recon-
stitution of oriC- dependent DNA replication. The key to early 
success was the detailed characterization of the DNA 
sequences in a S. cerevisiae origin of DNA replication (ARS1), 
and the identification of the origin recognition complex (ORC) 
that bound to the origin DNA (56, 57). In addition, it was 
shown that a complex later called the pre- Replicative 
Complex (pre- RC) was regulated during the cell division cycle 
and assembled in the G1 phase (58). Biochemical and genetic 
studies in yeast resulted in the identification of ORC inter-
acting proteins [e.g., Cdc6 (59)] that eventually resulted in 
the reconstitution of pre- RC assembly with purified proteins 
[ORC, Cdc6, Cdt1, Mcm2- 7 (60, 61)]. Then, the initiation and 
entire replication of DNA from yeast origins was reconsti-
tuted with purified proteins, including many proteins found 
using the SV40 system (62–64). Paradoxically, Cyclin- 
Dependent Protein Kinases are required to activate origin 
firing, but they also inhibit pre- RC assembly, which is required 
for the initiation of DNA replication. Thus, the entire process 
and control of the initiation of DNA replication in eukaryotic 

cells turned out to be very different from that in E. coli. The 
S. cerevisiae system is well understood, primarily because 
origins require specific DNA sequences, but the nature of 
origins of DNA replication in most eukaryotes are not DNA 
sequence specific and how ORC determines the location of 
these start sites for the initiation of DNA replication is under 
active investigation (65–68).

Understanding the biochemistry and enzymology of the 
initiation of DNA replication in bacteria capped off a truly 
remarkable career for Arthur Kornberg. In reviewing the lit-
erature and the history, it is clear that Kornberg was not only 
an extraordinarily talented biochemist but also a mentor to 
a remarkable group of scientists, many of whom went on to 
make their own major contributions to science (see https://
arthurkornberg.stanford.edu/labAK.html). In addition, he 
created a research environment that was conducive to major 
breakthroughs, including the 1981 paper discussed herein.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. All study data are included in 
the main text.
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